List of extended loan microfilm available in Special Collections at ASCPL
*(no longer being catalogued as of 2013 – MP)*
All can be searched in the catalog at www.familysearch.org

Delaware, New Castle County, Deed Books
*Library has: FOUR LDS films #6610, #6611, #6612, #6613,*
*Indexes to Grantors and Grantees, 1640-1873*
*Catalogued: MFSC 929.37511 N534de*

Delaware, New Castle County, Orphan’s Court records
*Library has: LDS film #6546, Books C-E, 1742-1777*
*Catalogued: MFSC 929.37511 D343or*

Kansas, Dickinson County, Land Ownership Map, 1885
*Library has: LDS microfiche #6079449*
*NOT catalogued*

Kansas, Dickinson County, New Basel Community,
History, 1864-1964 by Harvey E. Bross, 1964
*Library has: LDS microfiche #6111076*
*NOT catalogued*

North Carolina, Wayne County, Records of Slavery and Free Persons of Color
*Library has: LDS film #2440187, Civil, Criminal actions, 1783-1869*
*Catalogued: MFSC 929.3756395 C582*

Pennsylvania, Bucks and Chester County Church Records, 1726-1909
*Library has: LDS film #20454*
*NOT catalogued*

Virginia, Albemarle County, Marriage registers and Statement of marriage licenses, 1806-1940
*Library has: LDS film #30271*
*Catalogued: MFSC 929.3755482 AL328*
Virginia, Frederick and parts of Augusta County
Frederick Findings (Serial)
Library has LDS microfiches:
#6126492, Volume 4, 1991 (five microfiches)
#6126493, Volume 5, 1992 (four microfiches)
NOT catalogued

West Virginia, Cabell, Mason and Calhoun Counties
Early records, deaths, marriages, wills, etc., 1809-1899
Library has: LDS film #848627
Catalogued: MFSC 929.375429 R311

West Virginia, Mason County, Will Books
Library has: LDS film #567420, Index 1834-1968, Will books, 1893-1896
Catalogued: MFSC 929.375433 W521
*Also available online at www.FamilySearch.org

West Virginia, Taylor County, Probate of wills, personal representatives
Library has: LDS film #0818735 Vols. 1-2, 1863-1904.
Catalogued: MFSC 929.3754555 T239pr

Austria, Bukowina, later Romania, now Ukraine
Metrical Books, 1816-1924, Civil Transcripts of Orthodox Church Records
Library has: LDS film #2376424, births and marriages 1841-1911
Catalogued: 929.34779 Or77Me 1841

Austria, Bukowina, later Romania, now Ukraine
Metrical Books, 1840-1931, Civil Transcripts of Orthodox Church Records:
Library has THREE: LDS films #2332122, #2332230, #238993, births, deaths and marriages, 1840-1924
Catalogued: MFSC 929.34779 Or77Me 1840

Barbados
Parochial Registers, St. Michael’s Parish
Library has: LDS film #1157923, Baptisms, marriages, burials, 1648-1739
Catalogued: MFSC 929.372981 B228
*Also available online at www.FamilySearch.org
France, Keskastel, Bas-Rhin
Registres de l’etat civil, Civil Registrations, 1794-1882
*Library has FOUR: LDS films #0768151, #0768152, #0768154, #0768155,
Births, marriages, deaths and indexes, 1794-1862
*Catalogued: MFSC 929.344 K42r

Germany, Bayern, Wiesbach, Kirchenbuch (Church Book) 1790-1839
*Library has: LDS film #0193228
*Catalogued: MFSC 929.343 Ev92k

Italy, Vital records of Paternopoli (Registri dello stato civile di Paternopoli,
Province: Avellino, Region: Campana), 1809-1910
Paternopoli (Avellino). Ufficio dello stato civile
Manuscript/Manuscript on Film, IN ITALIAN
Microfilm of original records in the State Archives,
Avellino, and in the Court of Ariano Irpino.
Births, marriages, banns, deaths,
miscellaneous documents, ten year indexes,
citizenship records. Includes partial indexes.
*Library Has: THREE FILMS: #1801207, #1801208, #1801209
*NOT catalogued

Russia, Ukraine, Orthodox Church Records, 1721-1899
*Library has TWO: LDS films #1921536 and #1922085, records in Russian
*NOT catalogued.

Slovakia, Bukovce, formerly Bukovce, Czechoslovakia, Bukocz, Hungary,
Greek Catholic Parish Registers, 1773-1921
*Library has: LDS film #1794362
*Catalogued: 929.34373 G789ci 1816
*Also available online at www.FamilySearch.org

Slovakia, Miklusovce, formerly Miklosvagas, Saros, Hungary
Greek Catholic ParishRegisters, 1785-1895
*Library has: LDS film #1792631
*Catalogued: MFSC 929.34373 G789ci 1785
*Also available online at www.FamilySearch.org
Slovakia, Czechoslovakia, Jaklovce, formerly Jekelfalu, Hungary
Roman Catholic Parish Registers 1716-1934 (Baptisms, Marriages, Deaths)
*Library has TWO: LDS film #1739208 and 1739209 (1716-1920).
Catalogued: 929.34373 R577ci
*Also available online at www.FamilySearch.org

Carman Family Genealogies
*Library has: LDS film #255504
Catalogued: MFSC 929.3747ca

Carmen Family
Library has TWO: LDS films #590416 and #590417
Catalogued: MFSC 9293747ce
Carmen Papers, dating from ca. 1510
*Library has THREE microfiches: #6080236
NOT catalogued

Hollens across America: a history
of the Hollen/Holland family with roots in
Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia,
and Norway, unconnected families with
roots in Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Ohio,
and Pennsylvania.
Published by the Hollens Family Association, 1990
*Library Has: Volume 2 (9 microfiches) #6117763
NOT catalogued
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